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NEWSLETTER 
 

Introduce and update the 4 subcommittees for 
IOSH Hong Kong Branch 

 
At the start of year 2019/20 in May 2019, the 
IOSH HK Branch (the Branch) had a series of 
planned actions. Also, the Branch foresaw the 
need to devise and revise its strategies regularly, 
and prepare for any potential critical issues.  As 
such, the Branch set up 4 NEW subcommittees 
or working groups to support. They included: 

 

 Strategic Development and Critical Issues Subcommittee 

 Future Leaders Subcommittee 

 Honorary Advisers 

 Project Champions 

 

Strategic Development and Critical Issues Subcommittee 

(SDCI Subcommittee) 
 
To devise strategies and provide support to handling critical issues, 
Duane Cheung (the Chairman) foresaw that the Branch needs very 
experienced and senior safety personnel from time to time working 
as a team giving advice to the Branch for consideration and support 
to their implementation. Duane Cheung led to set up the SDCI 
Subcommittee and invited 3 very reputable and experienced past 
Branch Chairmen, namely Andy Lo, Sammy Wan and Alex Tse, to join.  
 
One of the key tasks of the SDCI Subcommittee tackled was the Labour Department’s (LD) consultation on the 
draft Guidance Notes On Continuing Professional Development Programmes (CPD) Under the Factories and 
Industrial Undertakings (Safety Officers and Safety Supervisors) Regulations with deadline set in late October 
2019. Most of our members are Registered Safety Officers (RSO). The CPD is critical for the RSO’s renewal of 
their registration with LD and their personal development. The Branch decided carrying out a thorough survey 
with questionnaires to ALL our members to understand and reflect their views. The SDCI Subcommittee 
worked closely together with our Executive Committee Members, including Duane Cheung (Chairman), 
Stephen Kong (Vice Chairman), Felix Chan (EC member – Communication) and Sarah Davidson (EC member – 
International Affairs). With the team working closely, the Branch completed the survey and submitted the 
Report to LD in September, one month ahead of the deadline. The team spirit I saw was really encouraging.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to give a deep thank to Andy Lo, Sammy Wan, Alex Tse, Stephen Kong, 
Felix Chan and Sarah Davidson for their tremendous effort to make the survey successful. Thank you very 
much! 
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Introduce and update the 4 subcommittees for IOSH Hong Kong Branch (cont.) 
 

Future Leaders Subcommittee (FL Subcommittee) 
 
The Branch does want to devise strategies for matching the needs of young members and attracting more 
young members. As such, the Branch needs to understand young members’ needs from time to time so that it 
can respond timely and specifically. Young members’ participation in Branch activities can support the growth 
of the Branch and young members concurrently. Hayes Wong (EC member - Mentorship) has taken the lead to 
set up the FL Subcommittee. Now, he is working together with Sarah Davidson (EC member – International 
Affairs) in appointing members. Their next task is to chair ‘Suggestion Workshops’ to identify young members’ 
needs.  
 
Thank you to Hayes Wong accepting to kick off this new challenge and continuing to bring the subcommittee 
to grow. Also, I would like to thank Sarah Davidson who kindly agreed to join to start to run the FL 
Subcommittee.  
 

Honorary Advisers (HA) 

 
Starting from this term, the Branch planned to strengthen development of the IOSH’s ‘Work 2022 - shaping the 
future of safety and health’. One of the key strategies is to ‘Collaborate to build strategic partnerships’. For this 
reason, the Branch restructured the HA posts. The Branch utilized the new HA posts to bring in reputable and 
influential people from different strategic areas. 
 
Stephen Kong (Vice Chairman) has kindly volunteered to take the lead to set up and appoint HAs. Currently, 
the Branch appointed Tony Small and Steve Rowlinson. Tony Small is Chairman of the Safety Subcommittee of 
Lighthouse Club. Steve Rowlinson is the Chair Professor of The University of Hong Kong on Project 
Management who is prestige in different safety and health related researches. 
 
The next task is to communicate with the HAs regularly and as when required to support the Branch to 
develop new strategic partners and strengthen the relation with existing ones. I would like to give a deep 
thank to Stephen Kong for his lots of time and effort input. 

 

Project Champions (PA) 

 
In this term, we also considered that it is important to support some of our EC member posts who may need to 
follow up some tasks brought forward from last term or to have some specific supports. As such, the Branch 
developed a new post, namely Project Champion. Currently, the Branch appointed KH So (Past EC member – 
Membership) who supported William Lau (EC Member – Membership). Also, the Branch appointed C S Ma 
(Past Chairman) who helps Hayes Wong (EC – Mentoring) arrange mentoring activities.  

 

Conclusions 

 
The Branch has achieved the above-mentioned tasks in half of the year 2019/ 20. I appreciate all supports 
received achieving such a lot in this short period of time. There is still half of the year 2019/ 20 ahead, the 
Branch would continue to follow the devised strategies to strengthen them to grow the Branch and its 
members. And I do hope that our members can participate more in the Branch’s activities and give the Branch 
more suggestions for improvement. 

 

 
Duane Cheung 
Chairman, 2019/2020 
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Questionnaire survey for the extension of consultation on the proposed 
amendments to the guidance notes on continuing professional 
development programmes for Registered Safety Officers 

 
The Labour Department (hereinafter called “LD”) of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region proposed to amend the “Guidance Notes on Continuing Professional Development Programmes under 
the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Safety Officers and Safety Supervisors) Regulations” (hereinafter 
called “Guidance Notes”) in its letter dated 19 June 2019 and consulted Registered Safety Officers (hereinafter 
called “RSO”) and our Branch among other stakeholders on the draft amendment of the Guidance Note. 
 
The Branch Executive Committee (hereinafter called “EC”) submitted its comments to the LD in 4 working days 
after the seminar to meet the deadline of 18 July 2019. In the submission, The Branch requested the Labour 
Department to defer the deadline for 3 months to 16 October 2019 to maintain the consistency with the 
common consultation duration for public policy. 
 
The Branch is pleased to have received LD’s positive response on 16 August 2019 to extend the consultation 
period until 25 October 2019. 
 
During the Branch EC meeting in August 2019, it was agreed to carry out a questionnaire survey to gather 
opinions from the Branch members of (hereinafter called “members”) as most of them are also RSOs whose 
livelihood would be affected due to the amendments.  
  
The questionnaire survey was successfully emailed to 762 members and a total of 83 members responded the 
questionnaires by the deadline. The response rate was 10.9%. The survey data was then analysed and a 
conclusion was drawn from the results of data analysis. 
 
Our Branch sent the survey report to the LD on 16 Sep 2019 for their review. A copy of the letter and the 
survey report were sent to our members accordingly. 
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Asia Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization 34 and its 
Annual General Meeting in Guiyang, China  

 
I attended the Asia Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization (APOSHO) 34 and its Annual General 
Meeting (AGM) in Guiyang, China in September 2019.  
 

Guiyang is the capital of Guizhou. Guizhou is a mountainous province. It is one of China’s poorest regions. 
However, it has benefited hugely from the big data industry since 2014. Its speedy big data development was 
mainly due to its mountainous topography required cavern development which, in turn, helped saving a lot on 
ventilation energy cost. A shortcoming can sometimes be a strength if we can have a broad enough lateral 
thinking for the way forward. 

 
In the Conference, I attended many seminars and would like to share one here. It was about applying Virtual 
Reality (VR) technology to safety business. A business unit, several years before, identified VR’s huge potential 
market in safety training and assessment. Also, they considered that very few business units could afford the 
required research and development.  Now, they have completed VR programmes covering most of the key 
safety legislations in China and help lots of different industries for their specific VR programmes. Their forward 
thinking and investment are rewarding. 

 
I also met and talked to some young people from different countries. A discussion with one young lady was 
remarkable. She was from a not so well developed country. She told me that her organization originally had no 
plan to send her there and considered that money should be spent on doing research and development locally. 
She said to her manager that the country was at the stage of trying to catch up with other developed areas. 
She asked why they researched the same thing which others had developed, and why they should not see how 
other developed countries were doing and learn from them. Which way is more cost effective?’ Her thought 
impressed me that she could see safety from a business view point, not just a technical one. 

 
Lastly, there was a plan to secure the Chairman position of Occupational Safety and Health Management 
System Committee of APOSHO of next term for the Hong Kong Branch. For some reasons, I got the chance of 
acting as the Chairman for the above-mentioned Committee’s last meeting before next term. The meeting was 
successfully conducted. With different people’s effort, Hong Kong Branch successfully secured the Chairman 
position for next term. Hong Kong Branch, despite its local Branch status, now will have the chance to take up 
a key position in APOSHO, an international organization. Hope this bring a new chapter for Hong Kong Branch 
to learn and develop. 

 
Hope these sharing could trigger some thoughts towards a better safety business development of the Branch 
and the safety field! 

 

 
Duane Cheung 
Chairman, 2019/2020 
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Asia Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization 34 and its 
Annual General Meeting in Guiyang, China (cont.) 

 

Event Highlights 
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IOSH 2019 - Take the Next Step 
 
IOSH 2019 - Take the Next Step, was the Global Conference for safety and 
health professionals, brought to you by the Chartered body for occupational 
safety and health – IOSH. The event was held from 16 to 17 September 2019, 
in The International Convention Centre (ICC) of Birmingham, UK. It was one of 
the major events in IOSH.  

 
The event had given delegates and the organizations they work for 
inspirational presentations, fresh thinking, business intelligence, new updates 
and opportunities to make important new connections with other safety and 
health specialists. With fantastic speakers, debates on the issues that matter 
and opportunities to learn and be inspired, IOSH 2019 is the conference. 

 
In two days events, there were total 43 parallels sessions with numerous 
workshops and panel debates. 34 exhibition booths, including OSH career 
corner.  

 
On day one, track sessions were enhancing your understanding 
in key topic areas of safety, health and wellbeing – and give you 
practical advice on how to manage the risks. 

 
On day two, it was all about the latest thinking and insight into 
leadership, strategy and innovation to help you shape a world-
beating safety and health culture and gain that competitive 
edge. 

 
 
 

In the OSH Career Zone, in partnering with health and safety recruitment specialists The HSE Recruitment 
Network and IOSH’s official job site, healthandsafety-jobs.co.uk. The career zone was shown with the following 
features. 

 

 Careers advice by specialists in health and safety jobs recruitment; 

 Briefing in Career Zone theatre on how to make that next steps; 

 IOSH Professional Development Coordinators who will be on hand to advise on CPD and IPD; 
 A demo on the new IOSH Career Hub 
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IOSH 2019 - Take the Next Step (cont.) 
 

EC Member Sharing (Stephen Kong) 
 
During my visit to IOSH Network Conference 2019, I was able to establish relationships not just with IOSH's 
Headquarter Staff and able to meet with different representatives from various IOSH branches.  This enabled 
me to have further understanding the operation of IOSH.  In addition, I ran into representatives who were 
actually running the health and safety post-graduate courses in Hong Kong.  In short, this was a very fruitful 
trip and I enjoyed "every minute of it".    
  

  
 

Event Highlights 
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IOSH 2019 - Take the Next Step (cont.) 
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Jointly organized OSH seminar on "how can you prepare for ISO 
45001:2018 migration well?" 

 
On 14th October 2019, IOSH Hong Kong together with SGS Hong Kong Limited, The Hong Kong Institution of 
Engineers and Society of Registered Safety Officers jointly organized OSH seminar on ISO45001:2018 migration. 
 
Mr Thomas Ma, Project Manager of SGS, gained substantial OH&S experiences and knowledge of proper 
control measures while working in high hazard environments in last 20 years. He has rich understanding and 
observation on potential OH&S risks among most industries. Thomas was also a visiting lecturer of the Open 
University of Hong Kong, and a professional trainer in both private and public sectors. 

 
ISO 45001:2018 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems (OH&SMS) replaces OHSAS 18001:2007 
as the globally recognized occupational health and safety management system certification standard. While it 
is similar to OHSAS 18001, the new ISO 45001 standard adopts the Annex SL high-level framework of all new 
and revised ISO management system standards. 

 
An Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OH&SMS) is a fundamental part of an organization's 
risk management strategy. The new ISO 45001:2018 promotes a safe and healthy working environment to: 

 

 Reduce occupational health and safety risk 

 Prevent work-related incidents 

 Improve legislative compliance 

 

 

Event Highlights 
 

   

https://www.sgsgroup.com.hk/en/health-safety/quality-health-safety-and-environment/health-and-safety/health-safety-and-environment-management/iso-45001-occupational-health-and-safety-management-systems-ohsms
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Occupational safety and health visit on practical safety aspects of gondola 
operations 

 
On 26th October 2019, IOSH Hong Kong organized an occupational safety and health visit to gondola 
operations at the Man Young Industrial Limited (MYIL) in Fanling. The visit comprehensively covered the 
practical safety aspects of gondola operations including the following items: 

 

 Suspension mechanism type demonstration 

 Gondola cage type demonstration 

 Hoisting system 

 Power supply system 

 Ultimate test of parts and equipment i.e. climber, wire rope, various wire rope termination 

 Destructive test 

 

Event Highlights 
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Occupational safety and health visit on practical safety aspects of gondola 
operations (cont.) 
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Occupational safety and health seminar on “situation awareness” 
 
On 4th November 2019, Mr James Ellender shared his experience of “Situation Awareness”.  
 
James has been involved in the security and risk arena for the past two decades. He spent ten years working in 
law enforcement, as a specialist detective for covert, intelligence led and sensitive operations in the United 
Kingdom. Following this, James worked with governments and global organizations advising, consulting and 
delivering training on strategic and tactical practices to protect and enhance their organizational capabilities.  
 
During times of heightened tension, it is common for people to experience increased levels of stress and 
anxiety, both in their personal life, as well as in their professional capacity. This discomfort may exist whilst 
travelling to and from work, or even at their workplace. Individuals, groups or crowds who intend on causing 
disruption can be intimidating to passengers of public transport, to pedestrians, and to employee performing 
their roles. As a duty of care, it is important to provide employees with the necessary knowledge and skills, so 
they can protect themselves when risk of their surrounding environment changes. 

 
When persons are looking to commit crime, cause disorder and disruption, their body language and behaviour 
change. This is due to an increase in stress-levels in relation to what they are about to undertake. 
Understanding these signs and then making the correct decision in how to protect yourself, your family, 
colleagues and passengers from confrontational situations. In reaching a place of safety, it will increase 
confidence during these times and reduce anxiety. 

 
The overview in situational awareness provided the attendees with an insight into: 

 

 How to increase their observation levels; 

 How to recognize the baseline environment around their home, travel route or place of work; 

 How to identify some of the common indicators that persons display when acting with mal-intent; 

 What measures should you take if the situation escalates. 

 

Event Highlights 
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Occupational safety and health seminar on “situation awareness” (cont.) 
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Initial Professional Development (IPD) driven by top management 
 
The Gammon Construction Limited, one of the leading 
contractors in Hong Kong construction industry, worked 
with the Hong Kong Branch to conduct IPD Workshop – 
Roadmap of CMIOSH on 9th November 2019 Saturday 
morning.  
 
Hayes Wong, our Executive Committee Member, delivered a talk on Chartered Membership roadmap and 
IOSH Membership Structure to 30 Gammon senior safety staff. The Hong Kong Branch made a good start in 
making a direct and dual communication with safety professionals.  

 
An energetic and positive atmosphere was created in workshop. Hayes shared his experience in mentor and 
mentee exercise and discussed the enquiry and difficulty with the audience.  
 
The Hong Kong Branch is planning to hold more mini-workshops and open forums to support local safety 
professionals on their career path to Chartered status. 
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Upcoming events in the 1st quarter of 2020 
 
 

Date Professional Event 

Jan 2020 - MPDA 2020 Conference - "Peak Safety Management for Quantum Organization" 

 

 -  

 -  
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Membership update 
 

Membership Statistics as of 2nd December 2019 
 

 
Member 

CFIOSH 22 

CMIOSH 404 

CMIOSH (retired) 6 

FIOSH (retired) 1 

MIOSH 2 

Grad IOSH 189 

Tech IOSH 37 

AIOSH 5 

Affiliate 127 

Total 793 
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Editorial 
 

We would like to appeal to members who have articles, papers, etc. being valuable for sharing in this 
Newsletter to contact the Editorial Team at mailbox@ioshhongkong.com for coming issues. 
 

 
Editorial Team 

 
Mr Duane Cheung 
Mr Stephen Kong 
Mr Hayes Wong 
Ms Felix Chan 
Mr Benny Chan 
Mr Raymond Man 
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